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Brief History

The Philosopher’s Index founded by Dr. Richard H. Lineback in 1966 and he
became the editor. The Philosopher’s Information Center also founded by
Lineback in 1967, which owns and publishes The Philosopher’s Index. The
Philosopher’s Index was made available online with DIALOG in 1979. In
1990 the Philosopher’s Index was made available on CD-ROM and online
by OVID (formerly SilverPlatter). The Philosopher’s Index was made

available from CSA (now ProQuest) and OCLC in 2004 and made available
from EBSCO in 2007.
Scope and Coverage

It contains over 600,000 records from publications that date back to 1902
and cover 139 countries in 37 languages. The Philosopher’s Index covers all
subject areas of philosophy and related disciplines like Ethics, Logic,
Metaphilosophy, Metaphysics etc. Articles from over 1700 Journals and eJournals,
Books,
e-Books,
Dictionaries
and
Encyclopedias
are includes here. Indexing is done by a small team of 12 assistant editors,
who are philosophers.

Kind of Information

For a particular entry detail bibliographic information such as title, author
name(s), source, abstract, ISSN and ISBN, language, document type etc.
available here. Some examples are given below:
For Journal Article
TI: Liberty of Ecological Conscience
AU: Lercher, Aaron
SO: Environmental Ethics. Fall 2006; 28(3): 315-322
IS: 0163-4275
AB: Our concern for nonhuman nature can be justified in terms of a human right to liberty
of ecological conscience. The liberty of ecological conscience, like religious liberty, is a
negative right against interference. Each ecological conscience supports a claim to the
protection of the parts of nonhuman nature that are current or potential sites of its active
pursuit of natural value. If we acknowledge the fallibility of each conscience in its pursuit of
genuine natural value, a policy of indefinitely extensive conservation can be justified.
Destruction of an object of current or potential natural value is like destroying a church,
mosque, temple, or other holy place. This justification for environmental conservation is
analogous to the standard justification for individual negative rights, as upheld by the liberal
tradition of Locke, Mill, and Rawls. (edited)
DE: CONSCIENCE; CONSERVATION; ECOLOGY; ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS;
ETHICS; LIBERALISM; NATURE; LIBERTY
LA: English
DT: Journal-Article
For Book
TI: Which Rights Should Be Universal?
AU: Talbott, William J
PB: Oxford Univ Pr : Oxford, 2005
IB: 0195173473
AB: In this book, Talbott builds on the work of John Rawls, Jurgen Habermas, J. S. Mill,
Amartya Sen, and Henry Shue to explain how, over the course of history, human beings
have learned how to adopt a distinctively moral point of view from which it is possible to
make universal, though not infallible, judgments of right and wrong. He explains how this
distinctively moral point of view has led to the discovery of the moral importance of nine
basic rights. Undoubtedly, the most controversial issue raised by the claim of universal
rights is the issue of moral relativism. How can the advocate of universal rights avoid being
a moral imperialist? In this book, Talbott shows how to defend basic individual rights from a

universal moral point of view that is neither imperialistic nor relativistic. (publisher, edited)
DE: ETHICS; INDIVIDUAL; MORALITY; RELATIVISM; RIGHTS; UNIVERSAL
LA: English
DT: Monograph

Special Features

 Basic and Advanced Search Options present.
 Seamless Connectivity with Links to a Variety of Resources available
here.
 Facility for personalized and customizable Folders to Save Individual
Search Results.
 Mobile access from anytime, anywhere possible.
 One can submit their article/book/abstract/book review etc. via a
format that is available in the website.
Example: for book the following column must required.
Author’s name(s) of the anthology as it/they appear(s): (Family name first)
Book title (and subtitle, if applicable)
ISBN
Publisher’s name
City of publication
Year of publication
Language of the book
(Optional) Short Abstract in English (preferred), French, German, Italian, or Spanish (Please
do not exceed 250 words, and do not include logic symbols or Greek letters)

 Contact and feedback option present here.

Arrangement Pattern

Here the entries are arranged in alphabetical order.

Remarks

This premier bibliographic database is designed to help researchers in the
field of philosophy. It is available online through EBSCO, Ovid and
ProQuest. The Philosopher’s Index can use their college and university
library websites listed under e-Resources, Electronic Resources or
Databases.

Comparable Tools

 Indian National Bibliography (INB) (http://inbonline.nic.in/)
 The British National Bibliography ( http://bnb.bl.uk/)
 The Russian National Bibliography (Rossiyskaya Natsional’naya

Bibliografiya)
(http://www.bookchamber.ru/content/for_lib/elect_biblio.html)
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